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Change affects us all and it comes to us in many ways. In this issue of Strictly Business we 
focus on how a number of North Country businesses have met the challenges of change, 
embraced them and benefited from them.

Our cover feature Dr. Julia Overton-Healy talked to SB writer and editorial coordinator Kristin 
Cleveland about how higher education has evolved to meet the needs of today’s students and the 
expectations of the parents who are paying the bills. And she offered details about the new and 
innovative ideas that are helping students prepare for the changing work place.

An automobile used to be a device to get us from one place to another. Today’s vehicles not only transport us, but  
entertain us and keep us safe as well. Karen Bouvier’s article about the changes in the auto industry and her interview with 
three North Country dealerships — Della Honda, Parker Chevrolet and Riley Ford — is an eye opener.

Two hundred years ago, 90 percent of the U.S. population lived on farms and produced their own food. Today, only two 
percent of the population produces the food that feeds the nation. SB writer Justine Parkinson spoke to partners who  
operate Fledgling Crow and Adirondack Farms to learn how they have changed the way they do business.

As our population increases and ages and millions of new people are covered by insurance, the demand for doctors who 
practice Family Medicine is being felt across the country, especially in rural areas like the North Country. That makes the 
news that our University of Vermont Health Network, Champlain Valley Physicians Hospital now has four new doctors, 
all doing their family medicine residency in Plattsburgh so important. Learn how this program came about and what it 
means to our area in Meg LeFevre’s article. 

Our Insight interview this month is with attorney and former Congressman Bill Owens. Bill has played a critical role in the 
North Country for decades. He is known for his wisdom, his leadership and his sense of humor.  If you would like to hear 
about what Bill learned during his time in Washington and how it changed him you should read Michelle St. Onge’s article.

And don’t miss contributions from attorney Jackie Kelleher, BHSN’s Employees Assistance Service Director Bonnie Black 
and Chamber president Garry Douglas. 

Change is inevitable and we can either resist it or embrace it. The North Country can be proud of how it has handled  
devastating change in the past — the Ice Storm and the closure of Plattsburgh Air Force Base, serious river and lake  
flooding, the Imperial Wallcoverings shutdown, and more. Businesses have sold, merged and failed, layoffs have occurred 
and yet we’ve worked together to move forward and have triumphed, and that has been good for business. 

 

Are you an experienced writer with an interest in local 
business? Strictly Business is looking for new talent to join 
our team of writers. Please send a brief bio and writing sample 
to kristin.cleveland@thenortheastgroup.com.

Publisher’s View

Herbert O. Carpenter, Publisher
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C A R E E R  D E V E LO P M E N T  C E N T E R

Getting Ready for Anything
Years ago, students might pay a visit to their college or university 
career services office during their senior year to look at job boards 
or get help writing their resumes. Today, the CDC’s messaging to 
students starts even before they arrive on campus. During orienta-
tion sessions, for example, staff will coach students to think beyond 
college early on. “Think about the kind of life you want, and the way 
you want to make a difference in the world, then we’ll help you fig-
ure out which academic program will get you there.”

Another critical change, said Overton-Healy, is that colleges and uni-
versities are now tasked with preparing students for jobs that haven’t 
even been invented yet. “Just think about the explosion of social media,” 
she said. “We’re seeing things like ‘Social Media Knowledge Curator,’ 
or ‘Thought Leadership Facilitator.’ Those are actual job titles!”

“Employers want a set of skills that are sharpened and honed regard-
less of what you study. So our work at the career center becomes 
much more about educating for self-awareness, for understanding 
of [the student’s] core values, how to make decisions, how to work 
with other people, how to be globally sensitive,” said Overton-Healy. 
“One of the most interesting opportunities in career development 
today is to help students learn how to be more nimble, more flexi-
ble and more adaptable.”

Moving Center Stage
While Overton-Healy came to the campus in 2014, she said that the 
CDC began a significant transformation in the spring of 2013 when 
the university adopted a new campus plan, which highlighted career 
development for students among several key strategic goals. As a 
result, the CDC moved to the Angell College Center—“prime real 
estate” on campus. “With our new location, we’re now in the major 
pathway for students coming to the ACC for food, club meetings or 
on their way to the library,” she explained.

n an economy where college costs are sky-rocketing and the job 
market is changing rapidly, preparing students for the workforce 
has become a key selling point for higher education. Students and 
their parents want reassurance that they’ll get a good return on 
that degree investment—in the form of a job.

To find out how career services have changed in the ways they 
prepare college students for the job market, Strictly Business talk-
ed to Dr. Julia Overton-Healy, director of the Career Development 
Center (CDC) at SUNY Plattsburgh. She said that the approach 
to career development is being turned on its head. “It used to be 
that people would choose a major, and that would be your career. 
We’re reversing that now.”

Since the start of her tenure, the CDC has 
increased staffing, adding an employer 
relations specialist (Tobi Hay) and a half-
time career services technology specialist 
(Michelle St. Onge) in 2014, and an applied 
learning coordinator (Morgan Pellerin) in 
2015. The center also has added five new 
online technical tools that make career edu-
cation and services available to students 
and alumni 24/7/365; refined program-
ming and services with more strategic 
efforts for each year of college (first, soph-
omore, junior, senior); launched several 
new programs, including Cardinal Chats 
(informational interviews with alumni) 
and an Applied Learning Showcase, and 
expanded the diversity of the center’s career 
assessment tools. Under Overton-Healy’s 
direction, the CDC has tripled its student 
usage numbers and expanded services and 
resources.

Reaching Back, Looking 
Forward
The center is also seeing an increase in the 
number of alumni who are using its services 
as they navigate career changes. “We help 
them reconfigure their resumes, for exam-
ple, or do a career consultation with them if 
they feel they’ve hit a dead end in [one] indus-
try,” said Overton-Healy. “We help them talk 
about what skills might transfer into a dif-
ferent industry.”

“The approach 
to career devel-
opment is being 
turned on its 
head. It used to 
be that people 
would choose a 
major, and that 
would be your 
career. We’re 
reversing that 
now.”

Dr. Julia Overton-Healy, director of the Career 
Development Center (CDC)
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Several thousand alumni are also using CardinalConnect, the job-
posting board, and the career exploration and job search tools that 
the CDC makes available to them online. “We’re helping [alumni] 
that we may not actually interact with, simply by making those tools 
available to them online,” said Overton-Healy. “We’re seeing a few 
more alumni reach out to us every year.”

Alumni also participate in some of the center’s programming that 
is designed to help current students explore career trajectories and 
get more comfortable with the skills that will be expected of them 
on the job.

For example, the CDC’s Mock Interview Nights give students a 
chance to do 15-minute “speed interviews” with volunteers. Aside 
from being fun, Overton-Healy said the quick format also helps stu-
dents really learn to think on their feet and anticipate questions that 
might come up in actual interviews.

The center’s newest program, Cardinal Chats, connects students 
who want to do informational interviews about a certain career 
path or particular type of job or industry with alumni who have 
volunteered to talk about their fields. Overton-Healy said career 
center staff helps prepare the students beforehand—encourag-
ing them to do research, suggesting questions and talking about 
other things the student might want to know. “And we walk them 
through the protocol of how to call and ask for an appointment,” 
she added.

TO WORK OR NOT TO WORK?
In addition to encouraging students to think early about their 
long term goals, Overton-Healy is an advocate for gaining 
work experience throughout college. “What’s interesting to 
me is most of our students come into college having worked at 
least one part-time job before they came to school, but not all.” 
Many, she explained, have been busy building their college ap-
plication resumes with athletics or performing arts—perfectly 
valid and important activities, she said, “but they never learned 
how to have a job.”

Once in school, that trend continues, often with their parents’ 
blessing. “They don’t get jobs so they can focus on their aca-
demics, but when they go to build a resume, they don’t have 
any work experience. And therefore they don’t always know 
how to manage the work experience for themselves.”

At orientation sessions, Overton-Healy sometimes encounters 
parents who don’t want their kids to work while they’re in 
college—simply because they want them to keep their grades 
high. However, having a job may actually make them better.

“If you look at the actual data,” said Overton-Healy, “you find 
that students who are appropriately busy, and that includes 
with a job, they actually earn better grades, because they’re 
not distracted with too much down time.”

She’s told parents, “Students need to have a job. It forces them 
to learn how to manage time; they learn priority management; 
they learn valuable working skills.” 
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PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES 
TO LEARN BY DOING
One of the newest team mem-
bers at SUNY Plattsburgh’s Career 
Development Center is applied learn-
ing coordinator Morgan Pellerin. Dr. 
Overton-Healy said that the CDC in-
vested in this position in response to the 
SUNY System Administration’s focus on 
applied learning, and its exploration of 
making an applied learning experience a 
graduation requirement, but also, “sim-
ply because we at the CDC know that 
students who complete pre-professional 
experiences are more marketable.”

Several of the college’s departments 
have their own robust applied learning 
programs, such as School of Business 
and Economics and the School of 
Education. Pellerin helps students from 
the School of Arts and Sciences to find 
applied learning activities, especially 
in academic majors that may not have 
such experiences built into the curricu-
lum. He also works with employers and 
non-profit entities to help create oppor-
tunities and to ensure those employers 
comply with the college’s expectations 
and standards. 

Last year, the CDC received funding 
from the SUNY Plattsburgh University 
Foundation to provide grants to students 
who wanted to complete an applied 
learning experience, but who needed 
financial help to do so. The grants help to 
defray expenses related to the students’ 
experiences, such as commuting costs. 
The Applied Learning Grants program at 
SUNY Plattsburgh is unique in the SUNY 
system. Last year, the program disbursed 
$16,000 to support students in a variety 
of ways.

“Then they have these 20- to 30-minute con-
versations. It’s an amazing experience for 
students because they get to connect with an 
alum, and it’s great for the alumni because 
they feel like they’re giving back, and they 
are, in very important ways.”

Building “Soft Skills” and 
Confidence
The students the CDC works with today pres-
ent an interesting dichotomy. Overton-Healy 
observes in students what she describes as a 
“tenderness”—they are not as interested in 
material things, as they are in making the 
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“ One of the most interesting 
opportunities in career 
development today is to help 
students learn how to be more 
nimble, more flexible, and more 
adaptable.” 

world a better place. Yet, because they’ve been 
raised in far more protective environments 
than previous generations (and in some cases, 
by so-called “helicopter parents”), they exhibit 
a certain inability to make their own decisions. 

They’ve also had the technological advantage 
of growing up as digital natives (an advantage 
that may eventually help them reshape the 
companies they work for), yet their immer-
sion in technology can make them reluctant 
to use some of the more traditional—and 
more nuanced—forms of interpersonal com-
munication demanded by the workplace.

“Communication is always the number one 
thing employers want, and when they say 
communication, they mean written as well 
as oral,” emphasized Overton-Healy. “They 
want—they expect—students to be tech 
savvy and when I say tech savvy, it’s more 
than knowing how to use Microsoft Word 
or put data into Excel. They expect students 
to know how to manipulate data, how to use 
pivot tables, for example. And they expect a 
social media savvy that even most employ-
ers don’t have because they are a little older.” 
The task of preparing students really becomes 
more about the myriad ways they will be able 
to communicate on behalf of their employ-
ers and themselves.

“A big element of [the career center’s work],” 
said Overton-Healy, “is building their self-
confidence, self-assurance and self-awareness 
of what they can do in the world. It’s very 
much about sitting down with students and 
saying, ‘Let’s figure out how you want to go 
forward and change your corner of the planet, 
and how we’re going to help you do that.’” 

SUNY Plattsburgh  
Career Development Center  
118 Angell College Center (ACC)
101 Broad Street
Plattsburgh, New York 12901
(518) 564-2071
http://web.plattsburgh.edu/studentlife/
careers/
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F E AT U R E

DRIVING INTO  
 THE FUTURE
By Karen Bouvier
Photos by Ty Kretser

Electric ignition, automatic windshield wipers, power steering, 
airbags, and cruise control—standard automobile equip-
ment—once dazzled the public. In the mid-2000s, Bluetooth, 

navigation systems, and parking sensors were offered only in luxury 
vehicles. Now they are included, at least as options, even in economy 
cars. In the last decade, and especially the last five years, automobile 
technology has developed exponentially; drivers are protected, con-
nected and more comfortable than ever, in high-performing, stylish 
vehicles that leave a smaller carbon footprint. North Country deal-
erships now offer attractive, comfortable and high-performance 
sedans, SUVs, hybrids, and trucks that are energy efficient and safe.

Safety Technology
Constellations of cameras, monitors and sensors assist and protect 
drivers. Back-up and side-view cameras, pedestrian and obstacle 
detectors, blind spot monitors and parking sensors ensure safe nav-
igation. Braking systems that stop the car when a frontal collision is 
imminent, sensors that alert the driver when he or she has drifted 
out of their lane, and adaptive cruise control that adjusts the speed 
to keep the car a safe distance from other cars reduce accidents. 
Families with teenage drivers can set controls so that fledgling driv-
ers buckle up, keep the radio volume down, and adhere to the speed 
limit. In the event of an accident, roadside assistance technology can 
alert and guide emergency services.

Energy Efficiency Technology
The first known plans for a hybrid car, a vehicle engineered to use 
two distinct kinds of power, were drawn in the 1670s by Ferdinand 
Verbiest, a Flemish Jesuit priest and astronomer, for Chinese Emperor 
Khang Hsi. Verbiest’s miniature four-wheel unmanned “car” ran on 
steam. It took 330 years—until 2000—for the modern hybrid, an 
automobile that runs on gas and electricity, to enter the showroom. 
Since then, customer demand has increased and automobile manu-
facturers have included hybrid cars, trucks and SUVs in their product 
lines. Enhancements in battery technology for these hybrids keep 
increasing how many miles a driver can go on one charge, and cities 
and towns are installing charging stations. Drivers can go further 
on less expensive fuel and feel good about reduced carbon emissions 
in the atmosphere.

Car Maintenance Technology
Using email or text messages, technology makes alerting custom-
ers when their vehicle needs routine maintenance—such as an oil 
change, tire rotation or brakes check—efficient and accurate. With 
service scheduling technology, customers can connect directly to a 
dealership’s service calendar, view appointment openings online and 
select a time that fits their schedule. Computerized car diagnostics 
assist technicians in diagnosing any problems. This information, 
along with photographs, can be sent to a customer to help make a 
repair decision. 
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AU TO M O B I L E  T E C H N O LO G Y

Connectivity and Entertainment Technology
Not surprisingly, sound systems in cars continue to improve in terms 
of quality and speakers. Drivers can subscribe to Sirius, or plug in 
their phone to listen to their own music. In addition, screens on the 
seat backs of cars can play a child’s favorite video and even allow 
them to see on a GPS where they are on a long journey, alleviating the 
“are we there yet?” scenario. Pickup truck beds are becoming their 
own camping and entertainment centers with speakers installed and 
tents designed to fit. In-car internet is available as is keyless entry, 
and pushbutton starting ensures that no one is ever locked out of 
their car again.

Dealerships in the North Country: Embracing 
and Adapting to Change
Three longstanding and successful North Country dealerships—
Della Honda on Route 3 in Plattsburgh, Parker Chevrolet on Route 
11 in Champlain and Riley Ford on Route 9 in Chazy—are all proud 
to offer the latest technology in their product lines and they are con-
stantly learning and adapting. 

All of them have interactive web sites that allow shoppers to get 
detailed information about every car on the lot. (Today, shoppers 
routinely spend eight to ten hours researching online before they 
enter a showroom.) True to form, North Country dealerships are 
up to date and prepared to offer their customers the latest in prod-
ucts and service.

Della Honda
As the only Honda dealership in the area, business is brisk at Della Honda. 
Terry Mack, sales manager, is proud of his expanded model lineup.

“I have seven different models in each make,” said Mack. “Choices 
have expanded to fit different lifestyles. When I came into the busi-
ness 24 years ago, things were pretty simple. Now it’s pretty technical. 
There are more sensors and computers in a car than ever. Cars are 
customized for a person’s life.”

Mack is understandably proud of the entire Honda product line, but 
mentioned the “totally restyled” Ridgeline pickup as a product he is 
especially proud to offer. “The Ridgeline has a smooth ride for peo-
ple who need a truck bed only a few times a year. There is limited 
production right now, and we have a waiting list,” disclosed Mack. 
Soon to be released is a hatchback model of the ever-popular Civic.

“Honda has always been a quality leader,” said Mack. “Its quality is 
so good because its manufacturing process is set up to be very adapt-
able. They don’t need plant shutdowns for model changeovers. In 
addition, manufacturers have design teams to find out what’s qual-
ity trending. Honda also does a lot of testing and surveys to make 
sure they meet customer wants and needs.”

Offered with the Civic is the Sensing Suite, an innovative safety pack-
age that includes a collision mitigation braking system, lane departure 
warning and adaptive cruise control. Mack confirmed: “Honda has 
been one of the leading manufacturers in terms of safety for years.”

Terry Mack
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Parker Chevrolet
As the co-owner of Parker Chevrolet since 1993 and with 35 years of experience in the 
automobile sales business, Tim Parker is used to adjusting to an ever-changing market and 
business process.

“I now have a computer instead of paper,” said Parker. “The time management it offers allows 
me to spend more time on customer service. Another benefit is we can get a better mix of 
products to offer our customers.”

Not surprisingly, the Silverado and newly redesigned Malibu are Parker Chevrolet’s best sell-
ers. Like all the products Parker offers, these vehicles come with OnStar and MyChevy apps. 
“OnStar provides security devices, turn-by-turn navigation, vehicle diagnostics and auto-
matic crash response,” explained Parker. A new development for 2016 combines the popular 
MyChevy app with OnStar to offer customers easier mobile access to roadside assistance, 
parking reminders, the owner’s manual, Wi-Fi hotspots, and remote start and door unlock. 
“The MyChevy app will be a platform for the growth of future mobile services,” said Parker.

“We encourage our salespeople to spend time with customers explaining how the new tech-
nology works and how it benefits them. Sometimes we need to explain why technology is 
good and not just more for people to learn.”

Parker is excited about developments in the Volt, a hybrid car. “They’re enhancing battery 
technology to where the Volt will be able to go 200 miles on one charge,” he said.

Riley Ford
Offering Ford vehicles from their Chazy location since 1926, current dealer principal Joy 
VanLeuvan and sales manager Tony Roberts discussed the new technology offered in their 
product line.

“One huge initiative is Ford’s Energi vehicles,” explained VanLeuvan. “By 2025, the gov-
ernment will require the average fuel consumption of all vehicles to be at 50 mpg. Ford will 
get there because we already have these models now. We really believe in fuel economy.”

Their bestseller, the F150, has just been revamped to include additional computer technol-
ogy and a military grade aluminum alloy construction that is lighter, stronger and doesn’t 
rust. “The computer technology in our pickups is more extensive than that used on the space 
shuttle,” added Roberts. 

Even with all the new technology, service manager Jenna Seguin finds her job easier and 
more streamlined. “Ford has given us updated diagnostic technology which shows a clear 
path to determining problems and making repairs. We’ve had fewer warranty repairs even 
though there is more technology.”

Continual staff training is not a problem. “It’s a priority in our business for everyone to know 
the technology. We all have the same drive to learn everything,” said VanLeuvan.

The most recent addition to Riley Ford’s customer service is the FordPass app. “It allows cus-
tomers to monitor vehicle maintenance schedules, get roadside assistance, start and unlock 
vehicles remotely, and when customers visit cities, search for available parking,” explained 
VanLeuvan. “The app does not require a subscription.”

It looks like dealerships in the North Country will continue to offer car buyers state-of-the-
art technology that handles every aspect of car buying, driving and maintenance for years 
to come. 

Della Honda
702 Route 3
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
(518) 563-7686
www.dellahonda.net

Parker Chevrolet
622 Route 11
Champlain, NY 12919
(518) 298-8272
www.parkercountry.com

Riley Ford
9693 Route 9
Chazy, NY 12921
(518) 846-7131
www.rileyfordinc.com

Rolla Parker III and Tim Parker

Joy VanLeuvan
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Former congressman and longtime Plattsburgh lawyer, advisor and 
advocate Bill Owens first came to Plattsburgh in 1977 to serve at the 
former Plattsburgh Air Force Base. While in the service, he worked 
nights and weekends with the Fitzpatrick Trombley law firm and con-
tinued with it after he left active duty in the late 1970s. In 1989, two 
major local law firms merged into what is now known as Stafford, 
Owens, Piller, Murnane, Kelleher & Trombley, PLLC. Owens served as 
managing partner of that firm from 1989 until he left for Washington, 
D.C., in 2009 following his successful campaign for a seat in the U.S. 
Congress. From 2009 to 2015 Owens served as the representative of 
the 21st district. His background in business and economic develop-
ment, combined with unparalleled expertise in U.S.-Canada trade law 
prepared him well for his work in Washington, where he was able to suc-
cessfully introduce and pass five pieces of legislation that were enacted 
into law and were favorable to his constituents in the North Country.

Owens’ election to Congress (the first Democrat in 150 years) was a 
huge win for local business, but so was his homecoming. Armed with 
new and robust connections in the federal arena, Owens returned to 
his firm in 2015 to resume practice locally focusing on business and 
cross-border trade, as well as estate and succession planning.

As a former contributing writer for Strictly Business, we are delighted 
to put Bill in the spotlight to share some of his many insights with our 
readers.

SB: What is it really like in Congress?

BO: The life you lead in D.C. is one that is very insular. Members of 
Congress exist in a microcosm, and there is a culture that is associ-
ated with that. Most of the people with whom you meet bring an issue 
or idea. If you listen, you learn that for many, these really are legiti-
mate concerns. After that, it is a matter of balancing those concerns 
versus the people who might have the opposite view. And then you 
have to convince your constituents that you went through a rational 
process to arrive at your decision. If you can’t, they may tune you 
out. It is a very interesting and dynamic process that goes on there.

SB: How has your time in Washington affected you person-
ally and professionally?

BO: The experience of going through the process of getting elected 
and serving for five and a half years in Congress was very broadening 
in terms of my exposure to other people and other issues. To some 
degree it forced me to step outside myself and outside of Plattsburgh 
both physically and mentally.

By Michelle St. Onge 
Photo by Ty Kretser

INSIGHT
WILLIAM (BILL) L. 
OWENS, ESQ.

Job Title: Senior Partner and Co-Managing Partner at 
Stafford, Owens, Piller, Murnane, Kelleher & Trombley, 
PLLC; Senior Advisor at Denton’s (working out of the 
Washington, D.C. office)

Education: B.S. in Business Administration from 
Manhattan College, J.D. from Fordham University

Military Service: United States Air Force active duty at 
Wurtsmith Air Force Base 21st District (Michigan) and 
the former Plattsburgh Air Force Base

Hometown: Mineola, New York 

Family: Wife of 44 years, 3 grown children,  
5 grandchildren

Community Involvement: Service to numerous local 
and regional organizations, among those are the 
Clinton County ARC Board and serving as a member of 
the SUNY Plattsburgh School of Business & Economics 
Advisory Council were cited as the most meaningful.
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Of the things that happened to me as a result of going into public life, 
probably the most important was that you saw many more issues and 
were exposed to their complexity. That was one of the more impor-
tant growth experiences of my life.

Professionally, having been a member of Congress I can now speak to 
a broader spectrum of issues. This is helpful when you have visitors 
who come down from Canada and are interested in locating in the 
community. It is not uncommon for people to ask me about issues 
that aren’t legal in nature but are much broader, such as our current 
election cycle. I know a lot of the people who are still in office, which 
gives me a unique insight.

SB: Now that you have been back for some time, what 
do you see as the major challenges we still have to face 
locally?

BO: Essentially, we have to continue to develop upon the foundations 
that we have built over the last 30 years. The economic development 
work that is being done by the Chamber and its allies is very impor-
tant, as is the work that many local towns are doing to prepare to 
entice and assist those who want to start a business here.

Some examples of preparation of the workforce are the Plattsburgh 
Aeronautical Institute, the Advanced Manufacturing Institute, and 
the continuing economic development work being done in both the 
private and public sectors. 

SB: What are some areas that still need attention?

BO: The areas that were of concern when I left seven years ago have 
been largely addressed. Events like Downtown Rising and the Strand 
Theater create a great atmosphere in the community. We have taken 
some significant strides and we need to continue building on that 
very solid base.

SB: Who was your most influential mentor?

BO: A man by the name of Bill Casey, who owned F.W. Meyers & 
Co. in Rouses Point. Myers was a customs broker and freight for-
warder and I was the lawyer for his business beginning in the early 
1980s. The primary business focus was on U.S.-Canada trade, long 
before people in this area had any idea that Canada would be a key 
source of growth for the region. Later in the 1980–1990s came three 
pieces of legislation—CAFTA, NAFTA, as well as the growing impor-
tance of the new and existing Buy America legislation. Those pieces 
of legislation had a very large impact on our region and economy.

Bill gave me many opportunities to grow and I learned an enormous 
amount from him. I’d say that he had the most impact on my career 
of anyone. I’ve also had the benefit of working with Jim Fitzpatrick 
and Ron Stafford.

SB: What was the best piece of advice you ever received?

BO: Learn how to think and adapt. This advice came from a num-
ber of people, including my father. 

WILLIAM (BILL) L. 
OWENS, ESQ.

SB: If you could start your professional career over again, 
what would you do differently?

BO: Virtually nothing. [laughs] There is very little I would do dif-
ferently. Most of what happened to me happened by accident. I am 
someone from Long Island who went into the Air Force, wound up in 
Plattsburgh and never expected to stay. I have had a great life. A fair 
amount of this was due to being in the right place at the right time.

SB: Serendipity may be part of the story, but there’s got 
to be more. What else do you think contributed to your 
success?

BO: I think there are two things. First, I wasn’t afraid to walk through 
the open door. In other words, to take risks. Secondly, I worked hard. 
I put in a lot of sweat equity. Success is based upon how you react to 
the information you have. 

SB: How do you decide which risks are worth taking?

BO: Everybody has a tolerance for risk, some greater than others. 
I certainly have made mistakes. I took risks that didn’t work out. I 
still take risks that don’t work out. You have to understand what the 
downside is before you take the risk. The question you have to ask 
yourself is whether the downside is acceptable. If that isn’t accept-
able to you, don’t take the risk.

SB: If you could have dinner and spend an evening with 
any well-known person, living or dead, who would you 
choose and why?

BO: Bill Gates, because he is a person who put together a business 
from nothing. He did not complete a college education, has done 
an outstanding job with his business, and has given a tremendous 
amount to charity through his foundation. 

SB: What is something no one would guess about you?

BO: I have a great interest in Irish history and I consider myself quite 
knowledgeable. When I was about 12 years old, a band known as the 
Clancy Brothers appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show. I enjoyed it so 
much that I went out and bought their records. Gradually from lis-
tening to their ballads I picked up pieces of Irish history, and began 
talking to immigrant family members and reading a lot.

I am fascinated by Tammany Hall in New York City. It was an organi-
zation controlled by immigrants, and it became the vehicle by which 
immigrants were able to overcome the prejudices that existed in the 
Anglo society in New York City at that time. It became the vehicle 
for the Irish and other immigrants to achieve the American dream.

SB: What do you do in your free time?

BO: I enjoy being outside and exercising. I like mountain biking, 
kayaking, walking, playing tennis, and golfing. In the winter I like 
to snowshoe and cross country ski. I usually read three newspapers a 
day. We do a fair amount of travelling to California and Washington, 
D.C. because that is where our kids live. We usually head south in 
February and April for a winter break, and take periodic interna-
tional trips. 
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This past July, University of Vermont Health Network, 
Champlain Valley Physicians Hospital welcomed four new 
doctors. Dr. Stephen Winfield, Dr. Aaron Esterson, Dr. Ashley 

Bernotas and Dr. Therese Ray are the first class of Family Medicine 
Residents at CVPH. It’s a new frontier for the residents as they create 
the foundation for this brand new program and make Plattsburgh 
home for at least the next three years. Here they will begin to prac-
tice independently for the first time in their careers, making rounds 
at the hospital under the supervision of an attending physician as 
well as seeing patients at the Family Medicine Center on Margaret 
Street, all the while integrating into the local community. 

WHEN CHANGE IS 
INFECTIOUS

A recent study shows that this region will experience a shortage 
of 100 physicians by the year 2018, and yet other studies show that 
where doctors complete their residency has a significant impact on 
where they ultimately practice (68 percent of doctors who complete 
all their training in one state end up practicing there, according to 
the Association of American Medical Colleges). 

This group of young, enthusiastic new doctors, selected from more 
than 1,500 initial applicants, brings a strong interest in family med-
icine and in primary care for a rural community. They also bring a 
lot of promise that one or more of them will help curb the shortage 
of primary-care physicians in the North Country by remaining here 
after their three-year residency is complete. 

By Meg LeFevre
Photos by Ty Kretser
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With four more new doctors entering the program on an 
annual basis, the Family Medicine Residency program 
will import 12 new doctors to the region by 2019, training 
in three‐year rotations in emergency medicine, obstetrics 
and gynecology, pediatrics, cardiology, orthopedics and 
behavioral health. “We do hope that some of those resi-
dents that we match with will fall in love with the place 
and end up practicing here,” said Kathleen Freeman, res-
idency program administrator. Freeman was hired in 
January 2015, to start the process of building the program 
from the ground up.

Getting the program up and running has been a long, 
steady process that first began in 2013. Ashley Doelger has 
been on board since the very beginning, “sort of by acci-
dent,” she recalled. “I was brought in to the first graduate 
medical education committee meeting, which is where 
the concept first came to paper.” While Doelger worked in 
Medical Staff Administration, she assisted Dr. John King 
with writing the application for the Accreditation Council 
for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). The ACGME 
requires that residency programs have a coordinator and 
Doelger fit the job description.

Together, Freeman and Doelger, along with residency pro-
gram director Dr. Tony Lopez and the faculty, have worked 
to prep the hospital’s existing programs to support a robust 
curriculum for their residency program and build the rota-
tions schedules. The process included working with and 
making sure current faculty from various departments 
were excited to teach the incoming residents. They also 
had to prepare for the first application/interview season, 
go through the first “Match” and finally prepare for the 
onboarding and orientation of the first class. Freeman 
explained, “The entire residency team is filled with ongo-
ing enthusiasm and feels privileged to be on the ground 
f loor of this process. We are all excited to continue to 
watch the program grow from that first application pro-
cess to a successful program that will train residents to 
practice family medicine anywhere, and also help serve 
the needs of our region.” 

Dr. Lopez, a UVM graduate who had been practicing med-
icine in New York City for the last 15 years, is glad to be 
back in the Champlain Valley. “In the back of my mind 
I always wanted to come back up here,” he said. “While 
I was in New York I was following what was going on in 
Vermont and northern New York with the residency pro-
gram, so the opportunity to be involved in its initiation and 
development was very exciting and a great opportunity.”

“ Whether you do well with change or 
you struggle with it, none of it is easy, 
but the residency program will propel 
this change in our healthcare system 
forward.” 

—Stephens Mundy

Kathleen Freeman, Dr. Tony Lopez, Ashley Doelger
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Lopez leads the program and reports to Dr. 
Kent Hall, the program’s designated insti-
tutional official and chief medical officer 
at CVPH. The rest of the teaching faculty 
consists of doctors on the medical staff who 
interact with the residents. Some are involved 
with patient care education while some give 
lectures and provide professional develop-
ment guidance. Lopez said the size of the 
program provides a unique experience for 
residents than if they were at a major aca-
demic center. 

CVPH president and CEO Stephens Mundy 
said he has treasured being part of an initia-
tive that leaves positive ripples throughout the 
hospital and will eventually affect the entire 
healthcare system in the North Country. A 
physician recently stopped Mundy at a pub-
lic event to tell him that working with the 
residents has rejuvenated his career. “He 
told me he had not been completely thrilled 
with what was going on for the past couple 
years and that working with the residents, 
teaching them and feeling their enthusiasm, 
had just been infectious. He is overjoyed at 
what’s going on.”

Mundy made a comparison between the new, 
vibrant residency program and the former 
cardiac surgery program, which served a 
very small number of patients and ultimately 
lost money. The hospital is now redirecting 
those resources (and continuing to get those 
patients wonderful care) toward the Family 
Medicine Residency. Additional monies 
that fund the program include a $1 million 
endowment from the Miner Institute, paid 
over multiple years. It’s an investment in 
the community that Mundy said will touch 
thousands of people every year, provide an 
excellent training opportunity for residents 
and improve the lives of the physicians who 
are teaching them.

“Our industry is going through so much 
change,” noted Mundy. “Whether you do 
well with change or you struggle with it, 
none of it is easy, but the residency program 
will propel this change in our healthcare sys-
tem forward.” 

Speaking with a great deal of experience 
and notable compassion, Mundy described 
further changes in the healthcare system 
including a more holistic, non-traditional 
approach to treating patients that frequently 
visit the ER. Through New York State’s 
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delivery system reform there is a new focus 
on moving primary care beyond the walls of 
the hospital. For CVPH, combining primary-
care services with HCR (formerly Clinton 
County Home Health Services), Behavioral 
Health Services North, National Alliance on 
Mental Illness and other local organizations, 
allows physicians to identify environmental 
and other non-traditional factors, reducing 
ER visits and providing more comprehen-
sive treatment. 

Mundy said the biggest change to the health-
care system currently is how providers are 
reimbursed for services. The traditional fee 
for service, he said, is the basic, “If you do an 
x-ray, you get paid for an x-ray; if you have 
an ER visit, you’re paid for an ER visit. Now 
we’re moving towards bundle payments and 
global payments for providing health ser-
vices for people.” It’s a sea change across the 
board, with insurance companies pushing 
back and patient advocates pushing forward. 
“I don’t care how good you are at it. Change 
is hard,” he said.

Ref lecting on the $1 million endowment 
from Miner Institute, and knowing William 
Miner’s passion for education and healthcare, 
Mundy referenced a past Strictly Business arti-
cle featuring Miner Institute president Rick 
Grant. “I was talking to Rick the other day, he 
actually quoted being interviewed by Strictly 
Business. The stock question, ‘Who would you 
have dinner with and what question would 
you ask?’ Rick said William Miner, and he 
would ask, ‘Are we getting it right?’ We talked 
about that a lot. If you look at what’s going on 
today, I think clearly Mr. Miner would think 
we’re on the right track.”

Touching once again on the theme of change, 
Mundy said, “Anytime you interject change 
some people react well and some don’t. I think 
what we have to be very much on guard for 
is not to disaffect one population to favor 
another as we go through wholesale change 
like we’re seeing here.” 

University of Vermont Health Network -  
Champlain Valley Physicians Hospital
Family Residency Program
75 Beekman Street
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
(518) 314-3860
www.cvph.org/Residency-and-Education

Plattsburgh  . Keeseville   . Saranac Lake  . Ticonderoga . Rouses Point

1-800-562-0228
www.agencyins.net 24/7

CELEBRATING 90 YEARS!

In person, on the phone 
and now online 24/7!
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FARMING THROUGH

CHANGE
Story and Photos by Justine Parkinson
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Lucas Christenson
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A D I R O N DAC K  FA R M S  •  F L E D G I N G  C R OW

FLEDGING CROW
Lucas Christenson came to farm in the North Country by way of Ecuador, start-
ing Fledging Crow Farm with partner Ian Ater. Christenson is originally from 
Minnesota and attended college in Montana. Ater is a converted city boy from 
Rochester who milked cows for North Country Creamery while he went to SUNY 
Plattsburgh. They happened to meet one summer in South America while volun-
teering for an agricultural project and decided if they ever had an opportunity to 
grow something together, they would. 

That seedling of an idea spouted, and in the spring of 2009 Christenson and Ater 
began to tend to a little less than three acres in Keeseville and sell their harvest. 
Today they have more than 10 times the acreage and by 2017 they will have 15 times 
as much acreage as they started with. 

Fledging Crow is one of the anchors of the Community Supported Agriculture 
program in our area and has even been able to supply other CSAs throughout 
New York State. While the benefits of a Community Supported Agriculture 
program are numerous, it can be a challenge for farmers to meet the demands 
of members. Finding that sweet spot between variety for customers and viabil-
ity for crops can be a challenge. The figurative and literal bean counting might 
push some farmers to mono crops. 

But not the Fledging Crow. They have embraced the challenge and have grown their 
crop varieties from 35 to 60 different varieties of produce. They keep one transplant 
house and four other greenhouses going. This enables them to push spring along 
when it might be a little too cold or a little too long. Christenson laughed when he 
recalled May of 2016. “We had the shoots in the ground and then stuck hoops in to 
protect the leaves from frost singe and covered them in reemay (a tissue-like cloth 
row cover)—it looked like we’d been invaded by giant caterpillars!” 

Organic Growth
Organic farming doesn’t mean Luddite. While the farm is proud of its NOFA 
(Northeast Organic Farming Association) certification, the organic standards 
that address such factors as quality of soil and pest and weed control did not 
require the farm to make any changes. Those they did made were simply admin-
istrative and they are documenting things a little differently. 

At the start, Ater and Christenson shared the duties, did field walks together and 
split most of the responsibilities 50/50. But as the task list grew, it made more sense 
for them to grow into their respective specialties. Ater now supervises the fields.

As they grow their business they are pushing towards mechanizing their process 
wherever possible. The productivity machinery offers is simply irreplaceable. That 
said, machines require maintenance and when they are made to work as hard 
as everyone else on the farms, they get run down and they break. That means 
more time in the shop, fixing and adapting the equipment for Christenson. “We 
make a great team; we are definitely yin and yang; and it’s working out great! 
Last week we put up 15,000 pounds of carrots.”

On the horizon for Fledging Crow is a plan to use some of their acreage to 
begin their own composting. Creating a self-sufficient nutrient source for 
their produce seems like the logical progression for the organic farmers. 

As the North Country prepares 
for the future, Strictly Business 
spoke with two of the area’s 

agricultural businesses about how their 
operations are changing. It’s impossible to 
live here and not realize the huge impact 
agriculture has as an industry and for 
the community. If you want to know 
about your health, talk to a doctor; if 
you want to know about your car, talk to 
a mechanic; if you want to know about 
your food, talk to a farmer. 

Ian Ater



ADIRONDACK FARMS 
Jon Rulfs owns Adirondack Farms along with Jake Swyers and in twenty years of dairy farm-
ing they have more than doubled their herd and their staff. Between what they grow in Peru 
and the surrounding area, they harvest from about 6,000 acres to feed their 2,500 cows. As 
their operation has grown, the technology they use to monitor their herd and the crops that 
feed them has changed.

“It’s important to take good care of our animals so they can take care of us,” said Rulfs. Currently 
Adirondack Farms has 50 full-time staff who help run the farm. They milk three times a day. It 
takes seven hours to milk the herd and then an hour to break down and wash the milking par-
lor. They produce enough milk to fill over two milk tankers a day. The milk is sold exclusively 
to Agri-Mark, the producers of Cabot and McCadam’s cheese.

Weather Tech and Bovine Fitbits
Rulfs was candid about how directly their work is tied to weather. In fact, they have a weather 
station on premises. “Dealing with variable weather is part of running a farm and that’s 
always been the case,” said Rulfs. “Take this summer for example, it’s been fairly hot and so 
we’ve worked really hard to insure that the herd is comfortable, making sure they have access 
to fresh, cool water; that there are fans blowing in the barn; that they have enough bedding 
and space to lie down when they want, as well as access to feed at all times.” 

In addition to monitoring temperatures for the herd’s comfort, Rulfs and Swyers also use 
their weather station to measure “end to end” precipitation and the variability on their crop-
lands. Take for example the most recent rainfall. Rulfs said it resulted in the fields in Chazy 
and Westport getting two inches of rain, whereas Peru got 3/10th of an inch; so we have to 
plan accordingly. We make adjustments like that everyday.”

As we took a walk out to one of the barns where the fans were blowing, Rulfs pointed out a 
cuff that each cow has on her front leg. These electronic monitors help them keep track of 
each of the animals individually. Each cow’s cuff tracks her activity level and the last time 
she was milked. It’s invaluable, Rulfs pointed out, because “If she isn’t moving around much, 
we want to find her and make sure that nothing is wrong; if her activity level is higher than 
normal, maybe she’s coming into season and so it is important to keep an eye on her and 
get her to the breeder.”

Making electricity
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SOLUTIONS

Radio Solutions Channel Partner

Adirondack Farms
193 Brown Rd. 
Peru, NY 12972
(518) 643-7958

Fledging Crow
122 A. Robare Rd.  
Keeseville, NY 12944
(518) 834-5012
fledgingcrow@gmail.com

Growing Industry from 
Agriculture
Drawing on classic Adirondack agricul-
tural traditions of resilience, hard work 
and resourcefulness, Adirondack Farms 
is also moving into a new venture that 
even makes use of what the cows leave 
behind. The solid waste that cows drop 
is collected under the barn and brought 
to the farm’s own solid treatment center. 
At that center, the solids are extracted 
and the nutrient-rich liquid becomes fer-
tilizer. Then, anaerobic bacteria breaks 
down the solid organic matter to pro-
duce a mix of gases, which are captured. 
In August, the farm invested in and 
installed its own generator, which, by 
the end of the year, will begin burning 
the captured bio gases to create electric 
power for the energy grid. All of this 
amounts to an impressive use of every-
thing on the farm.  
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By Jacqueline M. Kelleher, Esq.

With the new requirement raising most exempt employ-
ees’ minimum salaries to $47,476 per year beginning 
December 1, and the NY minimum wage going to $9.70 an 

hour beginning December 31, wage compression is becoming a real 
concern to companies throughout the region. Suddenly, New York 
employers are facing serious salary compression, where employees in 
lower-level jobs will be paid almost as much as those in higher-level 
jobs, including managerial positions. A manager earning $35,000 
annually and working 50 hours per week will need to be paid an 
hourly rate of about $12.23 per hour if the employer does not want 
to increase what that manager earns. With a minimum wage of $9.70 
per hour, that manager is going to feel underpaid and/or underap-
preciated. These intersecting laws are going to cause increases to 
personnel costs, and smart companies will do this in the most stra-
tegic way possible to avoid negative consequences.

Most organizations that have experienced salary compression in the 
past did so because raises have been flat for most of the last decade, and 
managers throw money at new hires, thinking that is what is needed to 
get “the best.” Those new hires may get a salary higher than their col-
leagues who have been around for a while, but managers fail to correct 
the inequity. No matter what the cause, wage compression can be toxic.

Experts in the field generally state that wage compression is in the red 
zone if direct reports’ salaries are more than 95 percent of supervisors’ 
salaries. Areas where direct reports’ salaries are 80 to 95 percent of super-
visors’ salaries should be watched carefully. In the example cited above, 
95 percent of the supervisors’ salary is $11.01, only $1.31 above minimum 
wage. In fact, the minimum wage will be only nine cents below 80 per-
cent of the managers’ wage. As companies try to figure out how to adjust 
compensation for employees, developing a compensation policy is key.

UPCOMING LEGAL CHANGES MAY RESULT IN 

ACT NOW TO MITIGATE THE DAMAGE

SALARY COMPRESSION 

Free Yourself from Fees 

ChamplainNational Bank

A Champlain Free Checking Account from Champlain National Bank offers you the latest 
mobile and online tools with no minimum balance requirement and no monthly fees.

• Free Online and Mobile Banking
• Free Bill Payment
• Free Debit MasterCard®
• 55,000 Surcharge-Free Allpoint® ATMs Worldwide*
• Free Apple Pay™

Call (518) 561-6000 or go to www.champlainbank.com to learn more about 
Champlain Free Checking or one of our other great checking accounts.

We hope you’ll choose to bank with Plattsburgh’s local bank.
We look forward to getting to know you!

Minimum opening deposit for personal checking accounts is $25. Data charges may apply for Mobile Banking.
*Please note that depending on your account type, you may still receive a Use of a Non-CNB ATM Fee.
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Some steps that companies can take to make sure the salary compression caused by these 
changes does not become worse over time include controlling pay through policy and budget-
ing. If organizations fail to face this issue head-on, different departments will take different 
approaches, causing ill will, problems when employees move among departments, and inter-
nal competition, which does not help the organization. 

Since the differences in pay among employees need to be finely calibrated, control is needed 
in the event of turnover. Managers will usually want more experienced, higher-cost can-
didates. Instead, when a new job opens, try to promote someone from within, rather than 
hiring from the outside. Absent that, look for external candidates who are ready to move up 
into the job as a promotion rather than an experienced candidate looking to bump her pay. 
This will limit the organization’s need to pay the new hire an experience premium, which 
others in the department will not share. Consider requiring a review of equity adjustments 
for incumbents if new hires are brought in at higher salaries. This should encourage man-
agers to think hard about how important prior experience in the same job really is.

Another cause of salary compression occurs when one organizational unit is relatively lib-
eral with salary increases and promotions, while other parts of the organization that have 
the same jobs are not. Therefore, controlling this tendency is crucial. Instituting transpar-
ency and calibration can mitigate this problem. Transparency can take the form of a simple 
scorecard showing the rates of increases and promotions in each unit. Calibration can involve 
managers sharing plans with peer managers, as well as approval for any actions before they 
take place so that a senior leader can spot any actions that will cause inequities, including 
compression. Together, these tools act as a norm and, over time, lead to decisions that are 
more consistent and responsible.

While salary compression is not illegal, it is often accompanied by pay inequities that could 
violate equal pay laws. In situations where salary compression causes salary inversion—where 
newer staff make more than experienced staff—it could create a pay equity problem if the 
experienced staff are a protected class. Furthermore, salary compression can be a serious 
problem that eventually causes an organization to lose some of its most talented employees. 
Although many organizations face a situation today that they have no control over, there are 
actions they can take now and in the future to keep it from reoccurring. Now is the time for 
organizations to address anticipated salary compression arising from changes in the law, as 
well the homegrown kind, as this problem costs more to fix than to prevent.

Jacqueline Kelleher is an attorney with the law firm of Stafford, Owens, Piller, Murnane, 
Kelleher & Trombley, PLLC, who represents employers before administrative agencies and 
advises on day to day questions.

RAND HILL LAWNS, INC.
Commercial & Residential Property Management

CALL FOR
ESTIMATE!

Glenn R. Burdo
518-563-8566

NYS Certified Lawn Care/Pesticide Applicator

28 YEARS
OF SERVICE!

• Hydroseeding 
• Rolled Sod Installation 
• Lawn Fertilizing 
• Scott Professional Products

• Tree/Stump Removal
• Shrub Installation/Trimming
• Fall Raking/Clean-ups
• Property Maintenance

• Retaining Walls/Paver
 Sidewalks
• Parking Lot Sweeping
• Landscaping

Snow Removal: Commercial/Residential, Sanding/Salting
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CHANGE: IT’S ALL ABOUT LISTENING
When organiza-
tions (or families) 
are facing some-
thing different, the 
natural reaction 
is to hunker down 
and grab on to the 
“known.” We close 
out what feels dif-
ferent and many 
have an initial re-
action of digging in 
their heels. A few, 
though, will get a 
glint in their eye 
and walk toward 
the challenge.

By Bonnie Black

WHICH REACTION DO YOU HAVE TO CHANGE?
If we have been able to develop our Emotional Intelligence skills, we can be the person with a glint in our eye when facing 
the inevitable, the predictable, moment of Change.

Becoming more Self-Aware through active listening will guide us on the path forward. A handout that I have made avail-
able at trainings on Change and Emotional Intelligence includes the 24 points below which any of us can use as a touchstone 
from time-to-time to assure that we are using our active listening skills – whether facing imminent change or not.

According to the National Crime Prevention Council’s resource guide, Becoming a Better Senior Corps Supervisor: A Resource 
Guide for Senior Corps Project Directors, the following effective practices will cultivate and/or improve active listening skills:

FIND A QUIET, PRIVATE PLACE TO LISTEN. Hallways, 
shared offices and other busy places are not condu-
cive to active listening. A quiet spot works better for 
focusing attention and creating a nonthreatening 
environment.

WANT TO LISTEN. Almost all problems in listening can 
be overcome by having the right attitudes. Remember, 
there is no such thing as uninteresting people, only 
uninterested listeners.

ACT LIKE A GOOD LISTENER. Be alert, sit straight, 
lean forward if that’s appropriate, let your face radiate 
interest.

LISTEN TO UNDERSTAND. Do not just listen for the 
sake of listening; listen to gain a real understanding of 
what is being said.

REACT. The only time a person likes to be interrupted 
is when he or she is applauded. Make the other person 
feel important. Applaud with nods, smiles, comments, 
and encouragement.

STOP TALKING. You can’t listen while you are talking. 
Communicate — don’t just take turns talking.

EMPATHIZE. Try to put yourself in the other person’s 
place so that you can see his or her point of view.

CONCENTRATE ON WHAT THE OTHER IS SAYING. 
Actively focus your attention on the words, the ideas 
and the feelings related to the subject.

LOOK AT THE OTHER PERSON. Face, mouth, eyes, 
and hands will all help the other person communicate 
with you and help you concentrate too.

LEAVE YOUR EMOTIONS BEHIND (IF YOU CAN). Try 
to push your worries, fears and problems away. They 
may prevent you from listening well.

GET RID OF DISTRACTIONS. Put down any paper, pen-
cils or anything you may have in your hands; they may 
distract your attention.

GET THE MAIN POINTS (THE BIG STORY). 
Concentrate on the main ideas and not on the illus-
trative material. Examples, stories and statistics are 
important, but are not usually the main points. Examine 
them only to see if they prove, support or define the 
main idea.

SHARE RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMMUNICATION. 
Only part of the responsibility rests with the speaker; 
you as the listener have an important part. Try to un-
derstand; if you don’t, ask for clarification.

REACT TO IDEAS, NOT TO THE PERSON. Don’t allow 
your reaction to the person to affect your interpretation 
of words. Good ideas can come from people whose 
looks or personality you don’t like.

DON’T ARGUE MENTALLY. When you are trying to 
understand the other person, it is a handicap to argue 
mentally while you are listening. It sets up a barrier 
between you and the speaker.

USE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SPEED AT 
WHICH YOU CAN LISTEN AND THE SPEED AT WHICH 
A PERSON CAN TALK. You can listen faster than any-
one can talk. Human speech is about 100 to 150 words 
per minute; thinking is about 500. Use this rate differ-
ence to your advantage by trying to stay on the right 
track and think back over what the speaker has said.

DON’T ANTAGONIZE THE SPEAKER. You may cause 
the other person to conceal ideas, emotions and at-
titudes in many ways: arguing, criticizing, taking notes, 
not taking notes, asking questions, not asking ques-
tions. Try to judge and be aware of the effect you are 
having on the other person. Adapt to the speaker.

AVOID HASTY JUDGMENTS. Wait until all the facts are in.

DEVELOP THE ATTITUDE THAT LISTENING IS FUN! 
Make a game of seeing how well you can listen.

PUT THE SPEAKER AT EASE. Help him or her feel free 
to talk.
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Meet the 
ETS Team

BE PATIENT. Allow plenty of time. Do not 
interrupt. Avoid heading for the door.

HOLD YOUR TEMPER. An angry person 
gets the wrong meaning from words.

GO EASY ON ARGUMENT AND CRITICISM. 
This puts others on the defensive and they 
may “clam up” or get angry. Don’t argue: 
even if you win, you lose.

ASK PERTINENT QUESTIONS. This is en-
couraging, shows you are listening, helps to 
develop points further, and is essential for 
clarification.

Bonnie Black is the Director for Employees 
Assistance Services, where she presents work-
shops and seminars to the more than 120 
organizations which provide this benefit to 
their employees. In her role as an Intrinsic 
Coach her goal is to bring out the best in indi-
viduals and organizations.

24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICES  CALL (518) 561-8760
LOCALLY OWNED • SERVING CLINTON, ESSEX & FRANKLIN COUNTIES

best name.
best service.
best price.
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Garry Douglas is the president of the North Country Chamber of Commerce.

No economic force in history has done more to elevate pros-
perity while simultaneously enhancing peace and security 
than free trade. Yet, here in the U.S., which remains a major 

exporting nation, there has never been a broad constituency for 
trade beyond business types.

Here in the North Country—what is now sometimes referred to as 
“New York’s other international gateway”—we have become special 
beneficiaries of global commerce and investment, with Plattsburgh 
becoming last year the No. 2 micropolitan area in the entire Western 
Hemisphere for foreign direct investment.

It is global trade that has made Montreal the No. 1 trans-Atlantic sea-
port, greatly enhancing our area’s global connectivity and relevance.

It is Canada-U.S. free trade, framed within NAFTA, that accounts 
for more than 100 Canadian-based companies in our area with 
some 15 percent of the Clinton County workforce employed by a 
Canadian or border-related employer.

It is the emergence of the Quebec-New York Corridor as one of 
no more than a half-dozen newly dominant connections between 
Canada and the U.S. that has transformed us into Montreal’s U.S. 
suburb and made us a hub within one of the continent’s rising 
zones of prosperity.

Yet we find ourselves in a period of great political peril as “trade” 
becomes a term used almost exclusively in negative ways by presi-
dential and other candidates of all parties.

My feelings are as follows. It may, in fact, be time for a fresh assess-
ment of our position within the world of trade agreements, especially 
in the context of negotiations and strategies going forward. There 
are indeed legitimate issues related to currency manipulation by 
China, to relative labor and environmental standards of many 
countries that are still developing economically, and there are with-
out question serious issues with Mexico related to law and order, 
encouragement of northward migration, the drug trade and more.

But when the political winds bring officials and candidates to sim-
ply scream about trade without differentiating among agreements 
and economic relationships, and to utter words about “tearing up 
NAFTA,” we must be the voice of reason and caution. As a special 
region that has finally found a prosperous future by grasping the 
ways to make our international connectivity work for us, but also 
as one that struggles constantly to keep Washington from doing 
dumb things that would wrongly disrupt the U.S.-Canada rela-
tionship, we have much at stake and the experience to understand 
the hazards ahead.

We must tell them to debate trade if they wish but to differentiate 
the U.S.-Canada economic partnership from the issues related to 
China, Mexico and other dynamics. Because our two nations no 
longer trade. We are increasingly a complex, integrated bi-national 
region that doesn’t so much ship boxes back and forth like the U.S. 
and Romania, but which instead makes things together. Two G-7 
nations with high environmental and labor standards (even higher, 
in fact, in many respects in Canada than here). Two NATO allies 
with shared security and global defense commitments. Two neigh-
bors with shared values and freedoms.

Two nations whose economic unity is no longer even served by the 
old vocabulary of “trade” which, for example, calculates Canada’s 
supply of oil, gas, and electricity entirely as negatives and as com-
ponents of a potential deficit. However, excuse me, but isn’t the 
proximate availability of secure energy from an ally next door to 
feed our economy a positive? Of course it is.

As we hear ill-considered words from political sources on both sides 
in the weeks and months ahead, we must all take pains to caution 
against side swiping Canada and our U.S.-Canadian economy. Let 
other trade issues and deals be subjected to debate. However, the 
singular importance of our Canadian economic connection (what-
ever specific issues there always are between any partners) is not 
and must not become debatable.

WE MUST AVOID COLLATERAL DAMAGE!

ONWARD and  
 UPWARD!

By Garry Douglas



If you think something is  
wrong with this picture, you should 

see what’s happening in stores.
That’s where tobacco companies spend more 
than half a million dollars every day here in 
New York State on promotions where kids can 
see them. And the more kids see tobacco, the 
more likely they are to start smoking. 

Our kids should grow up without tobacco in 
their faces. 

The average age
for a new smoker is

YEARS 
OLD.13 facebook.com/TobaccoFreeNYS @TobaccoFreeNYS

Take action now at  
SeenEnoughTobacco.org

Tobacco-Free CFE
518-570-7784 • tobaccofree@cvfamilycenter.org



Strictly Business
12 Nepco Way
Plattsburgh, NY 12903

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
NEPCOMAIL

Capital Financial Group, Inc. is a non-bank operating subsidiary of Glens Falls National Bank and Trust Company

Not FDIC Insured   Not Bank Guaranteed   Not A Deposit    Not Insured By Any Government Agency   May Lose Value

Insurance products are offered through Capital Financial Group, (CFG) Inc., 89 Saratoga Avenue, Route 9, South Glens Falls, New York 12803.  CFG is licensed
to sell insurance in New York State and acts as an agent for issuing insurers. Insurance policies are obligations of the insurers that issue the policies.

Overwhelmed?
Let us take care of your
group health insurance.

We’ll find you the right health care
coverage at the right price!

In addition to
group health plans,
we provide:

• Employee Enrollment
  and Education

• Premium Negotiations

• Claims Mediation

• Billing Reconciliations

• Medicare Claims, COB
  and Part D Processing

• HRA, FSA, HSA and
  COBRA Administration

For more details,

call us at these

Glens Falls National Bank

locations:

• U.S. Avenue
   (518) 324-4362

• Cornelia Street
   (518) 566-6650

• Margaret Street
   (518) 561-3101

capitalfinancialgroupinc.com


